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Abstract

Robust empirical evidence supports the idea that embryonic and, more generally, intrauter-

ine disruptions induced by the 1918-flu pandemic had long-term consequences on adult

health status and other conditions. In this paper we assess the 1918-flu long-term effects

not just of in utero exposure but also during infancy and early childhood. A unique set of

events that took place in Puerto Rico during 1918–1919 generated conditions of a “double

quasi-natural experiment”. We exploit these conditions to empirically identify effects of expo-

sure to the 1918 flu pandemic and those of the devastation left by an earthquake-tsunami

that struck the island in 1918. Because the earthquake-tsunami affected mostly the Western

coast of the island whereas early (in utero and postnatal) exposure to the flu was restricted

to those born in the interval 1917–1920, we use geographic variation to identify the effects

of the quake and timing of birth variation to identify those of the flu. We benefit from availabil-

ity of information on markers of nutritional status in a nationally representative sample of

individuals aged 75 and older in 2002. We make two contributions. First, unlike most fetal-

origins research that singles out early nutritional status as a determinant of adult health, we

hypothesize that the 1918 flu damaged the nutritional status of adult survivors who, at the

time of the flu, were in utero or infants. Second, we target markers of nutritional status

largely set when the adult survivors were infants and young children. Estimates of effects of

the pandemic are quite large mostly among females and those who were exposed to the

earthquake-tsunami. Impacts of the flu in areas less affected by the earthquake are smaller

but do vary by area flu severity. These findings constitute empirical evidence supporting the

conjecture that effects of the 1918 flu and/or the earthquake are associated not just with dis-

ruption experienced during the fetal period but also postnatally.

Introduction

The Spanish flu virus of 1918–19 is an example of a perfect storm: like HIV and unlike seasonal

influenza, it was highly lethal but, unlike HIV and like other influenza, it was rapidly and effi-

ciently spread [1–5]. The combination of these two traits made the pandemic one of the
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deadliest in human history [6, 7]. As in the rest of the world, the A/H1N1 influenza in Puerto

Rico was characterized by its unique temporal sequence, peculiar age pattern, and case mor-

bidity and lethality [8–10]. Jointly, the age pattern of incidence and morbidity and mortality

levels, created unfavorable conditions for all but especially for women of childbearing ages and

those who were pregnant at the time or who had recently given birth [11, 12]. These conditions

may have compromised not just fetal growth but also infant and young children’ health, both

highly dependent on maternal health status and parental care.

As if the onslaught of the flu had not been enough, on October of 1918, precisely when the

pandemic was gathering force during its second, most lethal wave, a strong earthquake (the

San Fermin earthquake) struck the Western part of the island. This was immediately followed

by a tsunami, two major aftershocks in a two-month interval following the earthquake, and

multiple smaller ones spread over the subsequent year or so [13].

Research on the lasting effects of the 1918 pandemic are strengthened by the fact that the

event can be considered a quasi-experiment: it was unexpected, difficult to avoid and, in most

cases, there were no contemporaneous exogenous events that could have produced similar

outcomes [8, 11]. The Puerto Rican earthquake was also unexpected, hard to avoid in areas

struck by it and, asides from the flu pandemic, unaccompanied by other major events that

could have scarred even more an already vulnerable population. Thus, in one stroke, an

unlikely combination of two events handed us conditions of a unique double quasi

experiment.

This paper departs somewhat from others on effects of 1918 flu pandemic. First, it seeks to

shed light on a rather unexplored dimension of the 1918 pandemic, namely, its effects on

markers of nutritional status of individuals who were exposed to it in utero or during infancy.

With the exception of one study [12], we know of no other attempt to investigate such an asso-

ciation. Analyses of impacts on the nutritional status of 1918 flu survivors require a focus on

mechanisms that could disturb physiological growth and developmental processes during

infancy, early childhood and even early adolescence, not just those that operate in utero. It is

known that embryonic and, more generally, intrauterine disruptions influence neural develop-

ment (brain tissue), metabolic balance (pancreas, liver), nephron growth (kidneys and blood

pressure regulation) or lung and heart functioning [14–17]. In addition, embryonic and fetal

development is also about growth of cartilage, bone, and muscle tissue, all of which are impli-

cated in subsequent postnatal physical development [18]. Furthermore, impairment of growth

processes that occur during the fetal period can be aggravated if postnatal conditions deterio-

rate. Thus, fetal growth could be compromised when pregnant mothers experience illnesses

and are exposed to extreme stress.

In addition to these pre-natal mechanisms, the flu and the earthquake separately and jointly

must have triggered conditions that, in all likelihood, disrupted processes of growth and devel-

opment that take place during the first year of life and even later, during early childhood. With

the benefit of hindsight that the COVID19 pandemic permits, we know that this must also

have been the case in 1918 as infant and child malnutrition in low—to middle -income coun-

tries today are expected to be severely affected with lasting future consequences [19]. The social

and economic aftermath of the 1918 flu must have borne close resemblance to the devastation

being caused by COVID19 and the interventions implemented to halt the spread of the virus:

sharp declines in household income, increases in poverty and destitution, lack of access to

social, health and other protective services, and massive disruption of food supplies and other

resources. But there is more: when, due to illnesses or death, mothers cannot breastfeed nor-

mally, are unable to provide adequate maternal care, proper nutrition, grooming, and hygiene,

early growth and development could go astray. Furthermore, when infants and children are

exposed to subsequent, lasting adverse environmental and material conditions, catch-up
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growth may be a non-starter [20, 21]. If, in addition, an earthquake-tsunami struck some

areas, the destruction there could only have been made worse. For these reasons, it is impor-

tant to assess not just the 1918 flu ’s impacts of in in-utero exposure, but also those generated

by adverse postnatal conditions.

Second, we build the case on a unique quasi-experimental research design, a product of the

occurrence of two simultaneous events, one involving timing of exposure (to the flu and the

earthquake) and the other geography of exposure (areas with different flu severity and differen-

tially affected by the earthquake-tsunami). We aim to show that the flu pandemic and the

earthquake-tsunami combine to generate impacts that neither of these events could have pro-

duced separately and are strongly associated with both gestational and postnatal exposures.

Early physical growth debilitation and its long run consequences

Human physical growth depends on early embryonic and fetal events, maternal exposures

(including stressors), maternal health status, and parental effects, including maternal capacity

to nourish during the fetal and postnatal stages [22–24]. Of particular importance is the length

and intensity of breastfeeding [25–27], protection from infections and parasitic diseases [28],

recovery from illness [29, 30] and reduction of environmental stressors [31]. These parental

effects are strongly associated with maternal (and paternal) health status, household (family)

environments and access to resources.

Embryonic and fetal growth. By and large, fetal nutrition depends on maternal diet and

placental capacity to deliver nutrients (including oxygen, fat, proteins, hormones, SCFA) [32].

It is well-known that maternal nutritional status influences the entire process of fetal develop-

ment and can have strong impacts of the infant’s subsequent growth [33]. It is also known that

poor maternal health status can derail the normal course of a pregnancy and complicate deliv-

ery. In particular, maternal infections during pregnancy could compromise normal fetal devel-

opment and the ultimate effects depend on both the timing of infections, their intensity, and

duration. These effects are associated with inflammatory responses induced by the infections

themselves. In addition to the potentially fetal organogenic damage associated with the flu-

related cytokine storms [2, 34], bouts of hyperthemia induced by the inflammation can also

lead to deleterious outcomes, including miscarriages, premature labor, stillbirths, congenital

anomalies, and growth restrictions [35–37]. The latter are a result of irregularities of the physi-

ology of bone and muscle tissues formation. As is known, bone develops from embryonic

mesoderm and proceeds by ossification of cartilage tissue formed from mesenchyme. In addi-

tion to bone formation, hyperthermia can also affect limb myogenesis as it disrupts and delays

the involvement of several crucial regulatory factors. Jointly, dysregulation of bone and muscle

tissue formation can compromise normal physical growth [37].

Early and late infant development. Because of mother’s milk properties, intensity and

length of breastfeeding is of crucial importance for an infant’s early growth, particularly during

the first 6 months of life [38, 39]. Aside from its beneficial nutritional properties [40], breast-

milk contains important compounds that strengthen infants’ immune response and act as a

shield to reduce risks of viral, bacterial, and parasitic diseases [41]. Most infant infections and

parasitic diseases reduce appetite, limit food intake and/or impair the child’s nutrient absorp-

tion capabilities [42]. Thus, the combination of illnesses and breastfeeding interruption, cessa-

tion, or irregularities during the first 6 months can compromise not only the quality and

quantity of nutrients available for early growth but also reduce absorption and metabolization

of those available [43]. These disruptions compromise the ability of an organism to satisfy

energetic demands to sustain rapid cell division and organ growth and formation during criti-

cal periods [31]. Although early growth faltering can be offset by subsequent catch-up growth
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phase, this will not take place in the absence of material conditions that can sustain rapid

growth and maturation [20, 44]. In populations with widespread poverty and vulnerable

maternal health status, the process of catch-up growth may never get off the ground and chil-

dren who could have benefitted from it will fail to attain physical growth milestones [45].

Gender differentials in early growth and development. There are important differences

between female and male physical growth and development trajectories [46]. Should one

expect that responses to insults are also different? Why should this be the case? There are three

sets of factors that can cause gender differentials, one promoting stronger effects among

females and the other generating stronger effects among males. First, male embryos are known

to be more vulnerable than female embryos [18]. This implies that an early sieve operates to

remove some of the vulnerable male embryos even in the absence of exogenous shocks. If, in

addition, conditions under which growth and development take place turn negative during

critical periods, male embryos and fetuses that could have experienced more serious post-natal

developmental problems will never be born. Furthermore, it is well-known that male infants

experience higher mortality than female infants [47]. Excess infant mortality can operate as a

second sieve disproportionally selecting out more frail male births. Thus, it is quite possible

that selection forces alone result in stronger effects among females who are, on average, subject

to weaker early selection pressures.

However, a second set of factors could amplify effects among males and attenuate them

among females. In many low- to middle-income countries, in the past and even more recently,

there was pervasive male child preferences that, despite not resulting in outright child neglect,

biased the flow of scarce parental resources toward male children [48, 49]. It is plausible to

conjecture that under added sources of stress induced by exogenous shocks, male child prefer-

ences could have more dire consequences among females than during normal periods, particu-

larly among girls who are more vulnerable to begin with. This is a source of selection that

should attenuate effects of early insults among females since those who survive them are of

lower than average frailty.

Finally, an alternative explanation that does not rely on selection arguments has to do with

gender differentials in growth and development. It has been known for quite some time [50]

that male physical growth stretches over a longer period of time than female physical growth.

This increases males’ window of opportunity for replenishment and recovery from past inter-

ruptions of development and growth. If this is so, males who survive to adulthood could have

benefited from these added opportunities and be less likely to carry through life scars associ-

ated with very early insults.

Given the nature of our data, it is impossible to sort out between these various forces that

combine to produce observed gender differential in responses to the flu and earthquake.

Long lasting effects of the flu. The above considerations lead us to hypothesize that expo-

sure to the flu during two critical periods, e.g in utero and/or during infancy, must have had

non-negligible influences on early nutritional status and should be reflected in poor adult

markers of physical growth. By the same token, exposure to stresses and material deprivation

brought about by the earthquake-tsunami could have disrupted embryonic, fetal and postnatal

growth and, as consequence, facilitated growth faltering and attainment of substandard mark-

ers of physical growth. Furthermore, as did happen in other populations, the effects of the flu

are likely to be stronger among those who experienced the pandemic in areas more severely

affected by it [8, 11]. Finally, both in utero and postnatal vulnerability to the flu was likely aug-

mented by conditions associated with the earthquake [44]. If so, we should find that the impact

of the flu among individuals exposed to the pandemic in utero or during the first year of life)

and individuals exposed later in childhood or adolescence) is larger among those born in areas

struck by the earthquake-tsunami (e.g. exposed to the earthquake) than among those born
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elsewhere in the island. To test these hypotheses, we use a study design that relies on geo-

graphic identification of local areas (municipio of birth) classified by flu and earthquake sever-

ity. We use dates of birth to assess exposure during critical periods. Table 1 is a representation

of the design.

Materials and methods

Data

We use PREHCO (Puerto Rican Elderly Health Conditions) data base [51]. PREHCO is a two-

wave panel of the non-institutionalized Puerto Rican population aged 60 and over and their

surviving spouses. The study uses a multistage, stratified sample of the elderly population

residing in Puerto Rico in the year 2002 with oversamples of regions heavily populated by peo-

ple of African descent and of individuals aged over 80. A total of 4,293 in-home face-to-face

target interviews were conducted between May 2002 and May 2003 and a second wave data

were collected during 2006–2007. The overall response rate was 93.9%. Our analyses use a sub-

population aged 74+ at the time of first interview, e.g. those born between 1896 and 1927. The

total sample size is 1,613 observations, 956 of them females. About 30 percent of the sample

were born on or before 1917 and 11 percent between years 1918 and 1919. A histogram of the

distribution of year of birth is in Fig 1 and a summary of key statistics is in Table 2.

Puerto Rican birth cohorts born before 1927, were exposed to mortality experiences similar

to those in Latin American countries. Their infant and early child mortality levels correspond

to life tables with life expectancies at birth not exceeding 35 years and are in the range of 180–

220 per 1,000 births. Up until 1950 and during their late adolescence and early adulthood,

these birth cohorts’ mortality conditions are embedded in life tables with life expectancy at

birth of around 45–50 years. Mortality improvements relative to early infancy and early child-

hood largely originate in eradication of parasitic and vector born infectious diseases (period

1910–1930) as well as to increasing standards of living that marked the period 1900–1940.

Finally, their post-1950 mortality experience is heavily influenced by the introduction of

Table 1. Stylized representation of study design.

Municipio of birth

Flu Severity Earthquake Severity

Low High Low High

Full exposure

(Born 1/2018-12/1919) A B C D

Exposure

No exposure

(Born before 1/2018-after 12/1919) E F G H

Notes

(i) We use both a dichotomous (Low, High) and a trichotomous (Low, Moderate, Severe) classification of flu severity (see Methods section).

(ii) The severity of the earthquake is gauged by distance to epicenter and we classify municipios as affected (high severity of earthquake) and non-affected (low severity

of earthquake) according to distance from epicenter (see Methods section).

(iii) The exposure contrast between cells A-D, on one hand, and cells E-H, on the other, is associated with a cohort’ s timing of birth and the conditions to which they

were exposed during two critical period (in utero and infancy). Birth cohorts belonging to these cells are at risk of developing growth problems whereas those belonging

to cells E-H are not. The contrast between cells A and B, on one hand, and C and D, on the other, is associated with severity of the event, namely, severity of the 1918 flu

and "severity" of earthquake (municipios that suffer the earthquake vs municipios that were less affected or not affected at all). There are also contrasts between birth

cohorts that belong to mixtures of municipios of type A or B and C or D. Thus, those exposed individuals belonging to cohorts born in municipios that are

simultaneously of type B and D are expected to suffer the most. We expect no such contrasts across birth cohorts born in municipios of type E-H.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0232805.t001
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chemotherapy (antibiotics, sulfa) and vaccinations as well as by increased prevalence of mod-

ern chronic illnesses, including Type II diabetes, heart disease and cancer [52] Life expectancy

at birth between the years 2000 and 2005, the period during which PREHCO was fielded, was

of the order of 78–79. These cohorts’ life expectancy at ages 60 is of the order of 18–20 years.

In summary, the birth cohorts we study experienced highly heterogeneous mortality condi-

tions throughout their lifetime, ranging from severe during their early childhood years to mild

and lenient in later life.

Measures

Flu exposure. In contrast to other studies of the 1918 flu, we identify a wider period dur-

ing which exposure is assumed to have taken place and, in addition to the fetal period, include

time intervals during which post-natal care may have been disrupted as a consequence of the

epidemic and/or the earthquake. If, as it is most likely, the post-natal mechanisms are also rele-

vant for outcomes other than physical growth markers (adult health, mortality, cognition, edu-

cational attainment, etc. . .), studies that ignore them will underestimate the total effects when

using a restrictive definition of exposure for some "treated" cases will be assumed to be "con-

trols". To capture the extended exposure including gestational and post-natal exposures we

define a dummy variable attaining the value 1 if an individual’s birth is reported to have taken

place during 1918 or during the first six months of 1919 (See Appendix for alternative defini-

tions of exposure). This indicator is a compromise between preservation of the ability to assign

effects to fetal and post-natal exposure according to timing and duration and sample size

constraints.

Flu severity. Because we lack information on the incidence and case fatality of the pan-

demic in Puerto Rico, we follow past research and create a proxy indicator of flu severity using

the excess total mortality registered during the flu period [1]. To construct an index of severity

we consider total mortality during the two years period 1918–1919 for each of the 76 munici-

pios, the smallest administrative units in Puerto Rico, estimate expected deaths using age-spe-

cific mortality rates during 1918 in the US, and then compute the ratio of mortality rate

Fig 1. Distribution of year of birth.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0232805.g001
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observed in a municipio to the observed rate [53]. The resulting quantity is an indirectly stan-

dardized mortality ratio, a conventional index computed when information of age specific

death rates is absent. We classify as high severity all municipios above the 90th centile of the

severity index distribution. Those between the 50th and 90th centiles are classified as interme-

diate severity and the remaining as low severity (See S1 Fig).

Earthquake-tsunami exposure. Exposure to earthquake-tsunami is assessed according to

the timing of birth of a cohort and municipio of birth. We consider that a birth cohort’s early

conditions may have been affected by the earthquake if the timing of birth falls within the

same window defined as critical for the flu (see above). Thus, to capture extended exposure

including gestational and post-natal exposures we use the same dummy defined to flag flu

exposure.

Earthquake severity. We classify municipios of birth into three groups depending on the

severity of the earthquake: (i) most severe (all municipios in the West coast of Puerto Rico, (ii)

mild (all municipios to the East and immediately adjacent to those classified as severe and (iii)

not severe, (the remaining municipios) (see S4E Table for municipio membership by classes In

what follows we use a 0/1 dummy variable to flag municipios in group (i).

Municipio poverty levels. To assess poverty levels in municipios of birth we adopt the

classification constructed by Clark [54]. Municipios were grouped into three classes according

to their population size, assessed value, and government income. A total of 25 municipios are

Table 2. Summary of selected sample statistics.

Variable Frequency Mean SD

Age

74–79 0.38 - -

80–84 0.32 - -

85–89 0.17 - -

90+ 0.12 - -

All - 82 5.7

Gender

Males 0.41 - -

Poverty

Born in poor municipios 0.4 - -

Flu Severity

Born in high severity municipios 0.29 - -

Exposure

To 1918 Flu (Exposure_Flu = 1) 0.09 - -

Earthquake (Exposure_earthquake = 1) 0.14 - -

Knee height (cms) - 46 4.8

Height(cms) - 155 9.7

Education (years) - 6.7 4.9

Total N 1613 - -

Total missing anthropometry 283 - -

Effective sample size 1330 - -

Cases exposed (Born 1918–1919) 142

Cases not exposed Born 12/1917& 1918/after12/2019 1471

Cases in severe earthquake municipios 471

Cases in severe flu municipios 230

� With the exception of knee height and height, all statistics are computed using the total number of observations (1613).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0232805.t002
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either in the wealthiest or an intermediate class and the remaining ones are in the poorest cate-

gory. In this paper we use a 0/1 binary indicator to contrast the poorest and the remaining

municipios. When using this indicator in models with no fixed effects we verify that the indi-

cator behaves as expected, namely, it is strongly and negatively correlated with both knee

height and height. The models we discuss in this paper, however, only rely on a fixed effects

formulation and the impact on municipio of birth poverty levels is absorbed by the fixed

effects. Thus, an important set of confounders associated with early poverty are neutralized in

the fixed effect model.

Markers of early nutritional status: Knee height and adjusted height. We use PRE-

HCO’s anthropometry module for the assessment of height and knee height [55]. To attenuate

biases due to skeletal compression, we adjust height measures using estimates of compression

by gender and age observed in a sample of individuals who were followed for a long period of

time (see S2 Fig) [56]. The magnitude of the adjustments is considerable and, if anything, they

will lead to overcorrection and downward biases of effects on height. On the other hand, knee

height is also a marker of early nutritional status and is unaffected by skeletal compression.

Other outcomes are frequently studied in the literature on the 1918 pandemic. Among them is

BMI. We do not examine these here since our interest is on markers of early nutritional status

and neither BMI nor any of many indicators available in the survey are suitable.

Models

We use OLS regressions with municipio fixed effects and treat adjusted height and knee height

as continuous variables. We also estimated SUR, models to account for correlation between

knee height and height. Results from these models are available upon request. Although there

are some differences between SUR and OLS estimates (standard errors of regression coeffi-

cients), the differences are minor and do not affect inferences. We also estimated biprobit

models using binary indicators for knee height and height. The drawback of these models is

that they depend on arbitrary cut points. In all cases we use our preferred measures of expo-

sures, namely, Exposure = 1 to flag birth cohorts born during the critical period defined before

and to distinguish them from birth cohorts born before and after such critical period (Expo-
sure = 0). We consider severity of flu using two alternative indicators. The first is a single

dummy variable (Severity_flu) that distinguishes between municipios where the flu is consid-

ered to be severe from those in which it was mild. The second consists of two dummies that

identify municipios with severe and intermediate severity. A dummy variable, Severity_earth,

serves to distinguish municipios which were severely affected by the earthquake from all oth-

ers. In addition, the model contains first, second and third order interaction effects. The speci-

fication for outcome k (k = 1 for knee height and k = 2 for height) is

Zki ¼ aki þ βk � Ci þ gk�Exposurei þ φk�Severity f lui þ lk�Severity earthi
þ yk�Exposurei�Severity f lui þ dk�Exposurei�Severity earthi
þ mk�Exposurei�Severity f lui�Severity earthi þ εki ð1Þ

where Zki is the outcome k for individual i. Ci is a vector of control variables that includes

years of education, year of birth, and a dummy variable for gender. This regression formula-

tion is a difference-in-difference model that seeks to identify (i) differences in the impact of

the flu by timing of exposure between high and low flu severity areas and (ii) differences in the

impact of the earthquake by timing of exposure between areas affected by high and low sever-

ity of the earthquake-tsunami and, finally, differences in the effect of exposure between areas

affected by both high severity of flu an earthquake and those only impacted by one of these.

Exposurei is a 0/1 variable for exposure to flu/earthquake. Severity_flui is a 0/1 variable for flu
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severity in the municipio of birth; in some models we used a more fine-tuned classification

and employed two dummies to distinguish municipios with high, moderate(intermediate) and

low severity. Severity_earthi is a 0/1 variable for earthquake severity in the municipio of birth,

and εki is an idiosyncratic error. In turn, the parameters for the equation of outcome j are a

constant, αk, and a vector of effects associated with controls, βk. The effect of exposure, γk,

reflects the combined impacts of flu and earthquake exposure for cohorts born during the crit-

ical period. The parameter θk measures the difference of effects of flu exposure between those

born in high and low severity municipios whereas the difference of effects of exposure between

those born in municipios affected by the earthquake and those born in the remaining munici-

pios is, δk. Finally, μk is a measure of the excess impact of exposure during the critical period

among individuals born in municipios with high severity flu and affected by the earthquake

relative to those also exposed but in areas of low flu severity and not affected by the earthquake.

To assess differentials by gender we also introduce interaction terms involving the 0/1 binary

variable for gender (female = 1 for females), timing of exposure, and flu and earthquake

severity.

A few remarks are important. First, our models do not include a control for age as there is

no relation between markers of nutritional status and age. Second, additional controls were

tried but discarded since they did not change results. Third, all our initial models included a

linear term for birth year to account for secular trends in height and knee height as well as to

purge out effects of other time variant factors related to birth cohorts. Since estimates from

models that did include these covariates are no different from those that did not, we only dis-

cuss results from the latter. Fourth, we estimate models with municipio fixed effects. This

implies that the main effects of earthquake and flu severity, as well as other variables at the

municipio level, are absorbed by the fixed effects. Finally, we estimate models with adjusted

variance-covariance matrices of errors to relax assumption of independence of observations

and requiring only.

Model justification and interpretation. Estimates from the above model can be inter-

preted causally only if some conditions are satisfied. First, other than the earthquake and flu,

there are no concurrent phenomena that could influence outcomes. Second, the occurrence of

earthquake and flu are uncorrelated. Third, unmeasured cohort conditions that influence the

outcomes of interest vary continuously between cohorts. Finally, selection due to differential

survival among those exposed and non- exposed is minor.

The first condition is likely to be met since, to our knowledge at least, other than being very

marginally affected by military mobilization and disruptions caused by WWI, Puerto Rico was

not affected by other simultaneous large-scale disruption. The second condition is also likely

to be met. However, our assessment of flu severity relies on estimated excess deaths during the

flu period. Because the earthquake also contributed to excess deaths, at least in areas severely

affected by it, the severity indicator could introduce a correlation between the two events.

Since in most of our analysis we rely on a coarse binary indicator for severity, this correlation

is unlikely to influence results. The third condition refers to the possibility than unmeasured

conditions associated with the nutritional status of cohorts born at the time of the flu and

earthquake, changed abruptly as a consequence of these shocks themselves and/or some con-

current event. For example, if draftees to WWI armies were disproportionately drawn from

middle income classes, the composition of births by class origin during that period suddenly

changed. Since social class of origin is strongly associated with nutritional status, these birth

cohorts would be composed by individuals who are at higher risk of manifesting deficits in

adult markers, independently of the flu and the earthquake. But, the population of Puerto

Rican WWI draftees from middle to high classes in US armies must have been insignificant

since the total number of Puerto Rican recruits was in the hundreds, not thousands.
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The final condition is that there is no selection due to differential survival of individual

exposed and non-exposed to exogenous shocks. Because conditions that determine poor early

nutritional status also increase child and adult mortality risks, it is quite likely that selection in

our sample of older adults will induce to downward biases on estimates of effects of exposure

to flu and earthquake. In S1 File we provide a rough assessment of the potential magnitude of

these biases.

Results

We first discuss results from baseline models for knee height and height that only include

exposure during the critical period (and years of education as a control variable). We then

examine whether there are differences in the effects of exposure across areas with contrasting

flu severity. This is followed by a review of models that also include a dummy variable for

earthquake and higher order interaction effects. These models enable us to assess whether the

pandemic and the earthquake combine to induce impacts of larger magnitude than either

event separately. Individual regression coefficients are displayed in Tables 3–6 (Table 7 is a

compact summarizes of estimates of total (net) effects.)

The flu: Models for knee height and height including exposure during

critical period and flu severity

Baseline models. Table 3 displays estimates of coefficients for models with knee height

and height as dependent variables, control variables, and the additive and interaction effect of

gender. As assessed by the overall value of R-square, the model for height fits much better than

the one for knee height (.42 vs .15). The reason for this is that gender is a much stronger pre-

dictor of height than of knee height. In any case, the goodness of fit of these models is quite

good for this kind of individual level data. Note that the coefficients for the single control vari-

able, years of education, is very large and in the expected direction. This result is reassuring

Table 3. Baseline models.

Variables Knee height adjHeight

Exposure -1.24� -0.006

(0.61) (1.10)

Female -3.49� -11.56�

(0.27) (0.44)

Female x Exposure -0.09 -2.64�

(0.95) (1.39)

Years education 0.08 0.26

(0.03) (0.048)

Constant 47.08 165.26

(0.29) (0.31)

R-squared 0.15 0.42

Between var 2.4 2.98

Within var 4.11 4.61

Observations 1290 1265

Standard error in parentheses

�� p < .01

�p < .025

^p < .05

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0232805.t003
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because it confirms that educational attainment reflects early conditions that influence mark-

ers of nutritional status. Note that because individual adult educational attainment itself could

be influenced by the pandemic, the relation between education and markers of nutritional sta-

tus could also be spurious. Second, the effects of exposure during the critical period (Exposure)
are in the expected direction although it is only statistically significant in the model for knee

height where the magnitude of the coefficient is close to twice the standard error. The reduc-

tion in knee height among those exposed during the critical window is about 1.24 cms or 4

percent of the mean value in the sample and the corresponding regression coefficient is mar-

ginally significant (-1.24 (.61)). The magnitude of this effect is slightly smaller than a third of

the total effect of gender (-3.49), the covariate that has the largest effect in the model. It should

be kept in mind that this estimate mixes the impact of exposure to both flu and earthquake.

The total reduction in knee height among exposed females is 1.33 (-1.24+(-.09)) and an F-test

reveals this is significant at the .04 level. Third, the model for height reveals a gender differen-

tial that penalizes females: the reduction in height among exposed females is of the order of

2.65 cms, about 2 percent of the mean value in the sample, with a coefficient about twice its

standard error. An F-test confirms that the total effect exposure on females’ height is different

from 0 (pr Fo > F� = 10.4 is .0020).

Thus, exposure during critical period leads to losses of knee height and height but gender

differentials in these losses are only manifested in adjusted height.

Models with flu severity. Table 4 displays only estimates of parameters of interest from

models that include the interaction term between exposure and flu severity as well as those

Table 4. Models with flu severity.

Variables Knee Height adjHeight

Exposure -1.02^ 0.28

(0.67) (1.31)

Exposure x Severity_flu -0.86 -1.3

(1.46) (2.58)

Female -3.58�� -11.66��

(0.3) (0.59)

Female x Severity_flu 0.27 0.32

(0.60) (0.79)

Female x Exposure 0.14 -2.88�

(1.04) -1.42

Female x Exposure x Severity_flu -0.67 1.11

(2.1) (3.79)

Years education 0.084� 0.26��

(0.3) (0.048)

Constant 47.07 165.26

(0.29) (0.32)

R-squared 0.15 0.42

Between var 2.4 2.98

Within var 4.11 6.93

Observations 1290 1265

Standard errors in parentheses

�� p < .01

�p < .025

^p < .05

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0232805.t004
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associated with the gender variable. As in the previous case, the model does not control for

earthquake and the effect associated with the variable exposure absorbs both the impact of the

flu and the earthquake. Three results stand out. The additive effect of exposure on knee height

is properly signed and slightly larger than in the baseline model (-1.02 (.67)) whereas the

added impact on females is close to zero (.14 (1.04)). The effect of exposure is larger in the

hardest hit regions and leads to a decrease of about .86 cms but the regression coefficient does

not pass a standard statistical test (-.86 (1.46). Third, the impact among exposed females in

high severity area is weak (-.67 (2.11)) and statistically insignificant.

The model for height leads to somewhat different inferences, however. As in the previous

case the additive effect of exposure is small but, unlike the model for knee height, there is an

important gender differential as exposed females lose about 3 cms (about 3 percent of the

mean) and the regression coefficient estimate is more than twice its standard error (-2.87

(1.42)). In fact, an F-test reveals that the total impact among females (the additive effect of

exposure and the interaction between exposure and gender) is statistically different from 0 (pr

Fo > F� = 9.87 is .0025). However, there is no evidence of a contrast between impact of expo-

sure in the total population (-1.30 (2.58)) nor among females (1.11 (3.80)).

Fig 2A and 2B display box-plots of predicted values of knee height and height for exposed

and non-exposed individuals born in high and low flu severity municipios using coefficients

from Table 4. The gradient between exposed and non-exposed and between those born in dif-

ferent flu severity municipios is apparent for knee height and of the order of 2 to 4 cms. The

contrasts are in the expected direction for height but are of smaller magnitudes.

Because we find important differentials by gender, we also estimated a model with the

female subsample only. Although we lose some statistical power, we gain somewhat by reduc-

ing the confounding impact of heterogeneity of effects by gender. Furthermore, to fine-tune

the indicator for flu severity we use all three classes of severity (small, moderate and severe).

Table 5 displays the new models’ estimates. These suggest somewhat stronger inferences than

allowed by the previous model. In fact, although the additive effects of exposure on knee height

is correctly signed but small, the interaction effect associated with the most severely affected

Table 5. Models with flu severity (females).

Variables Knee Height adjHeight

Exposure -0.8 -2.81��

(0.73) (0.82)

Exposure x Severity_flu -1.84� -3.24

(0.77) (2.75)

Years education 0.087� 0.27��

(0.041) (0.064)

Constant 43.46 153.68

(0.25) (0.7)

R-squared 0.015 0.058

Between var 2.25 3.39

Within var 4.04 6.65

Observations 758 744

Standard errors in parentheses

�� p < .01

�p < .025

^p < .05

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0232805.t005
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municipios are quite large and more than twice their standard errors (-1.84(.77)). Exposed

females in areas of high severity lost a total of nearly 2.64 cms in knee height or about 5 percent

of the mean in the sample. The F-test indicates that the total effect of flu exposure is statistically

significant (prFo>F� = 79.13 is .0002).

The results for height are even stronger: exposed females in high severity areas lost a total of

6.05 cms (-2.81+ (-3.24)) or about 14 percent of the mean in the sample and both the additive

and interaction coefficients are statistically significant. As in the case of knee height, the F test

for the total impact on height confirms that the overall impact is important (prFo > F� = 5.38

is .024). Fig 3A and 3B display plots of predicted values of knee height and height by flu sever-

ity using coefficients from Table 5. The gradients are sharp and suggest losses of about 1.5 to 2

cms of knee height and 3 to 4 cms of height among those exposed in high flu severity areas

Table 6. Models with flu and earthquake severity.

Variables Knee Height adjHeight

Exposure -0.95 0.24

(0.65) (1.36)

Exposure x Severity_flu -1.26 -4.84

(2.23) (4.19)

Exposure x Severity_earth -3.75�� 0.96

(1.16) (1.8)

Exposure x Severity_flu x Severity_earth 4.72 5.12

(2.95) (4.64)

Female -3.64�� -11.68��

(0.33) (0.62)

Female x Severity_flu 0.11 0.64

(2.23) (1.04)

Female x Severity_earth -1.18 -3.24

(1.85) (3.93)

Female x Exposure 0.029 -2.75�

(1.07) (1.47)

Female x Exposure x Severity_flu 2.17 5.08

(3.09) (6.19)

Female x Exposure x Severity_earth -3.72 -3.24

(3.53) (3.93)

Female x Exposure x Severity_flu x Severity_earth -10.28�� -4.39

(4.72) (7.33)

Years education 0.083�� 0.27��

(0.031) (0.05)

Constant 47.07 165.25

(0.29) (0.32)

R-squared 0.16 0.42

Between var 2.45 2.99

Within var 4.11 6.94

Observations 1290 1265

Standard errors in parentheses

�� p < .01

�p < .025

^p < .05

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0232805.t006
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Table 7. Synthesis of results.

MODELS KEY FINDINGS TOTAL EFFECTS (females

only)

Knee height Height Knee height Height

Baseline model with exposure only

(I)

Effect of exposure only Significant Significant Obs = -1.33 ��

F�

value = 3.13

Obs = -2.65

prFo >.F� =.

08

F�

value = 10.4

prFo>F� =

.0020

Models with exposure and flu

severity (II)

Effects exposure only (a) Exposure: not significant Exposure: Significant Obs = -.88 ��

F�

value = 1.56

Obs = -2.60

PrF>F� = .22 F�

value = 9.87

prFo>F� =

.0025

Total effects exposure in high flu

severity areas (b)

Exposure and high flu

severity: not significant

Exposure and high flu

severity: Not significant

Obs = -2.14 Obs = -2.48

F�

value = 2.08

F�

value = 1.65

prFo>F� =

.15

prFo>F� =

.20

Models with exposure and flu

severity (females only) (III)

Effects of exposure only (a) Not significant Significant ��

Obs = -80 Obs = -2.50

F� = 1.18 F� = 8.72

prFo>F� =

.28

pfFo>F� =

.004

Total effects of exposure in high flu

severity areas (b)

Significant Significant �� ��

Obs = -2.64 Obs = -6.05

F� = 79.13 F� = 5.38

prFo>F� =

.000

prF>F� =

.024

Models with exposure and flu and

earthquake severity (all) (IV)

Effects of exposure only (a) Not significant Not significant ��

Obs = -.92 Obs = -2.50

F� = 1.59 F� = 8.72

prFo>F� =

.22

prFo>F� =

.004

Total effects of exposure in high flu

severity areas (b)

Not significant Not significant Obs = -.37 Obs = -2.26

F� = .07 F� = .53

prFo>F� =

.79

prFo>F� =

.47

Total effects of exposure in high

earthquake severity areas (c)

Not significant Not significant Obs = —68 Obs = -4.78

F� = .86 F� = 2.10

pfFo>F� =

.86

prFo>F� =

.16

Total effects of exposure in high flu

and earthquake severity areas (d)

Significant Significant �� ��

Obs = -5.68 Obs = -8.92

F� = 24.03 F� = 3.83

pfFo>F� =

.000

pfFo>F� =

.05

(Continued)
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(relative to those born in low flu severity areas). Contrasts are large (between 3 and 4 cms of

knee height and 5 and 6 cms in height) between those exposed and not exposed.

The observed patterns identified above can be summarized as follows: had we been inter-

ested only on the impact of the flu and ignored the concurrent earthquake-tsunami, we would

have stopped the analysis here. Our conclusion would have been that females bore the brunt of

the flu pandemic and that those born in municipios hardest hit by the flu experienced damage

in both phenotypes of interest as they lose as much as 3 to 4 cms of knee height and 5–6 cms of

height. However, during the period that the pandemic prevailed in the island, and coinciding

with its peak strength, a strong earthquake-tsunami castigated the West costal and proximate

interior region of the island. It is then possible that inferences from models that ignore the

earthquake attribute to the flu (in high and low severity areas) impacts that might be attribut-

able to the earthquake. This is an example where the joint occurrence of two exogenous

shocks, the flu and earthquake, violates one of the prerequisites needed to justify treating the

pandemic as a quasi-natural experiment. The only escape from this trap is to estimate models

that account for earthquake severity.

Could the estimated influenza effects be confounded with impacts of the earthquake? Were

the effects of the flu magnified in areas affected by the earthquake or those of the earthquake

magnified in areas of high flu severity?

Table 7. (Continued)

MODELS KEY FINDINGS TOTAL EFFECTS (females

only)

Knee height Height Knee height Height

With exposure and flue and

earthquake exposure (females only)

Results similar to those from model estimated with the

entire sample

NA NA

Notes:

(i) Column 1 identifies the model; column 2 identifies the effect of interest; columns 3 and 4 contain brief descriptions of results; columns 5 displays estimates of

exposure only; column 6 displays estimated total (net) effects and F-test statistics

(ii) Cells with two stars flag findings with statistical support; cells with one star flag marginal support; cells with no stars identify findings with no support.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0232805.t007

Fig 2. A. Box plots of predicted values of knee height. (Models including flu severity-full sample). B. Box plots of predicted values of height. (Models including

flu severity-full sample).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0232805.g002
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To answer these questions, we estimated models including the additive and interactive

effects of the earthquake. We seek to determine whether (i) there are independent effects of

the flu and the earthquake and their relative magnitudes, (ii) there are important synergies

between the two events, and (iii) females were singularly affected.

The flu and the earthquake: Models for knee height and height including

flu and earthquake

Table 6 shows results of the full models that include exposure, flu severity, and earthquake

severity as well as interaction effects associated with gender. Because the introduction of a new

dummy for earthquake and associated interaction effects leads to substantial losses of observa-

tions in some cells of the data, we return to use the binary variable for severity of earthquake as

identified in Table. The results for knee height are somewhat mixed but they shed light on an

intriguing story and are summarized below. The results for height, on the other hand, are

weaker although they too reveal important regularities.

Knee height. Does exposure during critical windows make a difference? The additive

effect of exposure in the model for knee height is properly signed but significant only at .10

level (-.95 (.65)). In contrast, exposure during critical windows among individuals born in

municipios more severely affected by the earthquake translates into sizeable and significant

effects independently of gender. The estimate of the corresponding regression coefficient

implies knee height reductions of the order of 3.75 cms and the associated regression coeffi-

cient is significant at the .004 level. However, exposure in high flu severity areas does not

appear to lead to important reductions in knee height as the estimated effect is negative, as

expected, but does not attain statistical significance (-1.26 (2.23)). Similarly, exposure during

critical periods in municipios of high flu severity and also affected by the earthquake does not

result in particularly large negative impact. In fact, the opposite appears to be the case as the

additive effect of exposure during critical periods in areas affected by the earthquake and with

high flu severity is positive albeit with a large standard error (4.72(2.95)).

The final problem we investigate is whether the above patterns are different for females.

Exposed females in the general population are not affected (2.17 (3.09)). Nor are those exposed

and born in earthquake municipios (3.72 (3.53)) or exposed and born in high flu severity areas

Fig 3. A. Box plots of predicted values of knee height. (Models including flu severity-female sample). B. Box plots of predicted values of height. (Models

including flu severity-female sample).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0232805.g003
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(2.17 (3.09)). However, exposed females born in areas struck by the earthquake and of high flu

severity are singularly affected. In fact, we find a sizeable and significant impact among females

exposed during the critical period who were born on earthquake and high flu severity areas.

The estimate of effects for these females implies a reduction of knee height of about -10.28

cms, a figure that is statistically significant despite a large standard error. Because the additive

effect of exposure in areas of high flu severity and affected by the earthquake implies an average

increase in knee height of about 4.72, albeit with a large standard error (2.95), the total effect
among females is negative and leads to a loss of 5.68 cms. To check the importance of these

effects we employ two F-tests. The first corresponds to the null hypothesis that the magnitude

of the overall effects of the earthquake and the flu among females is zero, that is, the sum of the

effects females’ experience by virtue of being exposed during critical periods, being born in

areas affected by the earthquake, and with high flu severity is not significantly different from 0.

The observed total or net impact (5.68) yields an F = 24.03 (prFo > 24.03 is .0001). The second

test seeks to verify the null hypothesis that the difference between effects of females exposed

during critical windows and those NOT exposed is 0. The observed value of the test statistic is

equal to -6.41 among females exposed and -.73 among those not exposed. The difference trans-

late into an F statistic (21.78) that would be observed in a population where the difference is

zero with a probability of less that .0001. These two tests offer empirical evidence confirming

that females whose exposure during critical windows took place in areas of high flu severity

and affected by the earthquake are most damaged by these events. Fig 4A and 4B are box plots

of predicted values of knee height for selected categories of exposed and non-exposed individ-

uals who experienced combinations of the worst conditions. Although there is important

within-category variability (particularly in the worst one, namely, among individuals exposed

in high earthquake and flu severity areas) the between category gradients are in accordance

with the conjectures.

Height. The results for height are weaker than those for knee height even for females.

Exposure during critical periods by itself does not influence height (.24 (1.36)) nor does it

whether it is combined with the earthquake (.96 (1.80)) or high flu severity areas (-4.84 (4.20))

or both (5.12 (4.64)). The last two regression coefficients are large but very noisy, possibly due

to small number of cases.

As was the case for knee height, exposed females are more affected as they lose 2.74 cms

and the corresponding regression coefficient is marginally significant. Females who were

exposed in earthquake areas experience reductions in height but the estimate is too noisy

(-3.24 (3.93)). The effect on females who were exposed in high severity areas appear to gain in

height but, here again, the regression coefficient is subject to quite a bit of uncertainty (or in

high flu severity municipios (5.08 (6.19))).

Finally, and unlike the case of knee height, height reduction among exposed females born

in earthquake and high severity areas is large but only half its standard error (-4.39 (7.33)). As

in the case of knee height, however, the total impact on exposed females is equivalent to a total

loss of about 8.92 cms, and statistically significant (prFo>F = .05). The difference between

impacts on females exposed and those not exposed is 5.93 cms (prFo > F = .0018)

The above results suggest four inferences. First, the flu pandemic alone had important

impacts on knee height and height but only among females born in high severity flu areas. Sec-

ond, the earthquake-tsunami and the flu pandemic combined to induce damage but mostly on

females’ knee height and somewhat less on females’ height. The net effects on knee height are

sizeable, translate into reductions of the order of 5.69 cms or about 10 percent of the mean

value of knee height in the sample, and are statistically significant from 0. The net effects on

height are also statistically significant and equivalent to losses of 10 cms representing about 6

percent of the mean value in the sample. The total effects of female exposure on knee height
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are two to three times larger among those who were born in municipios with high flu severity

and affected by the earthquake.

Table 7 is a synthetic representation of key results for the female subpopulation. The table

includes a brief summary of main findings (columns 3 and 4) and estimates of total effects and

associated F-statistics (columns 5 and 6). Yellow cells represent findings consistent with initial

conjectures. Green cells are associated with weaker evidence and grey cells with little or no

empirical support. An examination of yellow cells suggests that female exposure during the

critical period led to total losses in knee height and height of the order 1.33 and 2.65 cms

respectively (first row of and last two columns of table). Exposure within high flu severity areas

increases these losses to 2.63 a 3.44 cms (fifth row and last two columns of the table). Finally,

when exposure takes place in areas hit hard by both the earthquake and the flu losses increase

to about 5.7 and 9.9 cms respectively (next to last row and last two columns).

Interpretation and robustness of results

A cautionary note on interpretation. The impacts in Table 7 are not trivial and, given

the definition of exposure we use here, they are consistent with the idea that it is the combina-

tion of perturbations during the fetal and the postnatal period that mediate the impacts of the

two external shocks that struck this population. These effects are larger than those one gets

when using an exposure variable that constrains the critical window to the fetal period only.

But, how strongly can we lean on this interpretation of findings? Although the empirical analy-

sis presented above is suggestive and consistent with the initial conjecture there are alternative

interpretations.

Human markers of physical growth and development, other than those assessed at birth,

are shaped by a multiplicity of factors, from genetic make-up to pre-pregnancy maternal health

status to exposures in utero, to conditions encountered in infancy, early childhood and adoles-

cence, and to adult and older adult experiences. Even though the two markers of nutritional

status we use here, height and knee height, measure phenotypes whose growth and develop-

ment dynamics are subject to important constraints that are set early in life, they are also

shaped by conditions experienced after the narrow window we flagged here as critical. Fur-

thermore, these conditions are directly or indirectly related to the two exogenous events of

Fig 4. A. Box plots of predicted values of knee height. (Models including flu and earthquake-full sample). B. Box plots of predicted values of height. (Models

including flu and earthquake-full sample).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0232805.g004
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interest. Fig 5 is a rendition of the main relations involved. The figure is designed to emphasize

that the way to secure evidence supporting a strong interpretation that attributes effects of

external events on adverse early conditions only is to control for “other factors” also influenced

by the events. Although the effects of the latter could very well be accounted for by individual

measures (education) and contextual indicators (municipio poverty index), all of which are

included in our models, they may be insufficient to purge effects represented by the path in the

lower part of Fig 5. Childhood stunting induced by a protracted period of poverty following

the earthquake may derail physical growth permanently. If so, the effects we estimate cannot

be solely imputed to exposure during the early critical window we focus on here. But, by the

same token, catch-up growth in early adolescence, years after the event of interest took place,

could conceal effects of exposures in the critical window. These two sets of effects will offset

each other, and we will not be able to rank them in importance. For this reason, we argue that

it is inappropriate to downplay the mediating role of early conditions. The two markers of

physical growth, but less so knee height than height, are influenced by heterogeneous condi-

tions that are experienced in very different windows of time during fetal development (particu-

larly during the last three months of pregnancy), infancy, early childhood and adolescence.

Because they involve biological processes that unfold at different stages, they are not perfectly

correlated. In fact, the correlation between these two measures ranges from .3 to .6 [57–59].

Also, it is known that birthweight is correlated with adult height and that this association is

partially explained by intrauterine conditions and genetic factors [60]. Although we know of

no study confirming this, it must be the case that knee height is also highly correlated with

birth weight and, as height, is influenced by very early conditions, e.g. before birth, as well. To

capture these processes a more complex model is needed, one that includes measures of expo-

sure in multiple critical periods thus allowing room for an assessment of time-varying effects

on single metrics of nutritional status as well as effects heterogeneity across metrics.

We conclude that even if we cannot attribute in toto the estimated effects to mediating

paths only involving very early conditions, the evidence gathered suggests that these conditions

are important contributors to markers of nutritional status.

Robustness of findings: Systematic errors, small sample sizes, the role of chance and

selection. Although estimates of effects on knee height are, by conventional standards, "sta-

tistically significant" (at levels p< .01 or less), we should provide additional empirical evidence

to support our inferences. We do this for three related reasons. The first is that the estimates

could be contaminated by systematic measurement of errors. The second is that they are based

on a small sample from which the model we estimate demand quite a lot. The third is that the

results may be due to chance.

Fig 5. Graphic representation of relations under study.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0232805.g005
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Systematic errors. We conducted two tests to assess possibility of systematic underestima-

tion of knee height among those exposed to the flu and born in areas impacted by the earth-

quake. First, the distribution of knee height shows no deviant extreme cases and the smallest

values in earthquake areas are within 1.5 of a standard deviation. Second, in a more radical test

we ignored the lowest values of knee height and re-estimated models. To turn estimated effects

from worthy of note (p< [.02-.05]) to mundane (p>.05) we need to exclude observations of

knee height below the first quartile of the distribution, a rather implausible surgery.

The role of chance. Most epidemiological and population health research highlights findings

on the basis of classic- Fisher criteria, that is, based on a priori chosen significance level (say α
< .025 in a two-tailed test). The analysis we carried out was couched on this model as we

highlighted results that would pass standard statistical tests with α< .025 in two-tailed test.

We are saying nothing new when we point out that this type of criterion can be misleading.

This is of concern as extreme values of a statistic can be obtained just by chance and are more

likely to occur with small samples and demanding models such as ours. To assess this possibil-

ity, we pursue two routes: (a) perform a permutation test [61] and (b) compute bounds for

false discovery rates [62].

(a) Permutation test: we implement permutation tests on estimates of effects obtained in the

most complex model that includes third order interaction effects (female exposure x severity x

earthquake). The objective is to add some strength to inferences drawn from conventional

hypothesis testing, namely, that the effects on knee height (and height) of the size we observe

occur with small probabilities, ideally below .05. This exercise suggests that in a permutation

repeated 1000 times the coefficient of the most extreme of exposure (in high flu severity and

earthquake) would be lower than what we observe between 4 and 9 percent of the time. This is

a bit less stringent and provides weaker support than the conventional test statistic (see S3

Fig).

(b) False discovery rate: this is the conditional probability that if the null hypothesis is

rejected, it is erroneously rejected. This quantity is usually quite different from the conven-

tional α as it is a function of α, power, and the true magnitude of effects. Alternative values of

these parameters lead to the graph S4 Fig. Given our p-values ([.01-.02]) and approximate

power (.50-.60), we conclude that the probability of uncovering effects only by chance is

between .10 and .30, hardly a comforting range but quite common in clinical and population

studies [62].

Selection effects. It is highly likely that the sample of survivors to age 70 is highly selected

and that selection could have been a function of nutritional status and, therefore, a partial

result of the events of interest. PREHCO is not unlike other survey of elderly people, all of

which confront this problem. We argued before that these biases are in all likelihood attenuat-

ing estimates of effects. In S1 File we develop simple expressions to evaluate the potential mag-

nitude of these biases and conclude that, under conditions prevailing in Puerto Rico, we might

be underestimating effects by as much as 15 to 20 percent.

Discussion

Is the magnitude of the 1918 flu effects relevant? While empirical findings confirm that flu

exposure, in the broadest sense defined here, is associated with markers of early nutritional sta-

tus, it is unclear whether their magnitude is substantively meaningful. To shed some light on

this issue we proceed indirectly and compare predicted changes in individual stature associ-

ated with flu exposure with changes in stature throughout the period of mortality decline in

Western Europe. Because knee height appears to be the metric most sensitive to exposure, an

ideal test would have been to use the estimated changes in knee height we observe here as a
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result of exposure with those experienced by other populations. Because there are no historical

records of knee height, we cannot perform this test. However, we can exploit the fact that knee

height is moderately associated with adjusted height (R-squared~.40 in our sample) and still

draw tentative inferences by predicting changes in height from estimated changes in knee

height. We find that the reduction in height implied by the estimated reduction in knee height

due to flu exposure (between 1.5 and 6.0 cms for an average of .89 of the sample’s knee height

standard deviation) is associated with a proportionate adjusted height reduction of about .0243

(based on a log-log regression of adjusted height on knee height). Note that it took forty years,

between 1860 and 1900, for the mean height of the Dutch population to experience propor-

tionate gains that are half as large as the losses induced by the flu and earthquake. A similar

inference follows from a comparative assessment of the average reduction in height associated

with exposure during critical periods in high flu and earthquake severity areas. As an added

piece of evidence consider this: an increase of 1 cm in knee height in our sample translates into

a decrease in mortality risks above age 75 of the order of 4%. This, in turn, translates into an

increase in life expectancy at that age from 5.75 to 6.14, about 7 percent (calculated using life

tables for females in Model West of the Coale-Demeny female life table system using levels 7

and 9).

Is the evidence retrieved here strong enough to support the argument the impact of the flu

and earthquake may operate outside the narrow window of fetal exposure? We suggested that

past research on the long-run effects of the 1918 influenza may be somewhat limited by a pre-

occupation with fetal exposure. This is justified since there is strong evidence supporting the

idea that embryonic and, more generally, intrauterine disruptions are influential. However,

fetal development is also about growth of cartilage, bone and muscle tissue, all of which are

implicated in subsequent postnatal physical development. Furthermore, impairments in the

fetal period can only be aggravated if post-natal conditions are unfavorable, as may happen as

a consequence of maternal or paternal illness. This justifies our claim that the flu pandemic

could have also perturbed the post-natal period and through both, fetal and postnatal expo-

sures, affected children’s nutritional status.

Our estimates, particularly those for females born in high severity areas and/or in areas

impacted by the earthquake-tsunami, are large, statistically "relevant", and robust to checks.

This evidence does not imply that fetal exposure is irrelevant but that it, together with postna-

tal conditions, may combine in a highly poisonous cocktail that impedes attainment of physi-

cal growth landmarks.

The paper has shortcomings. First, an ideal test of our hypotheses requires to contrast

effects in multiple windows of exposure (fetal, infancy, and early adolescence). Although we

did define alternative critical windows (see S1–S4 Tables) model estimation using more than

one critical window became quite difficult due data sparsity. Second, while both nutritional

status markers are sensitive to the exogenous shocks, one is more so than the other. Unlike

knee height, adjusted height is more likely to be influenced by measurement errors and by

events that take place in windows of time more removed from infancy and early childhood. It

is difficult to tell whether the differential responses of these markers is as a result of errors or

due to real differences in physiological processes that underpin development of different parts

of the human body. Third, the sample is small and vulnerable to produce effects where there

are weak ones. Unlike other research, we are not dealing with observations in the tens of thou-

sands but with an effective sample size orders of magnitude below that. Buffering against this

possibility with permutation tests and computations of false discovery rates can only suggest

but not prove that our results are immune to false discovery. Fourth, for the most part our

results only offer support for effects on females, not on the entire population. Although we

propose conjectures that could explain gender differentials, we have no way of testing them
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with the data at hand. Finally, and on a different note, Puerto Rico is a tiny dot in a world map,

with a population size that has always been, then and now, an infinitesimal fraction of the total

world population. Why would anybody bother with all of this? It turns out that the unlikely

collusion of two simultaneous natural disasters and the accidental availability of empirical rec-

ords of survivors, generates a unique opportunity to identify effects of broadly defined early

exposures to shocks. In particular, we uncovered some evidence suggesting that past research

on the impacts of the 1918 flu pandemic may have missed something important: the influence

of the combined disruption of fetal and postnatal life on the ultimate fate of subsequent physi-

cal growth. We are not so much trumpeting a new finding as we are identifying a relation that

deserves a second look in future research on the 1918 pandemic or, importantly, on the long-

lasting effects of the COVID19 pandemic.
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